International Toyger Cat Society presents...

the

TOYGER
TOYGER Cats
A new breed of domestic cat somewhere between a toy tiger and the real thing...
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the Goal

• devoted companion
• Big Cat type
• designer toy tiger pattern
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PHASE 1 - soon

PHASE 2

PHASE 3 - best final form to be determined

PHASE 4 - TOO EXTREME?

TOYGER development

tiger
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Toyger head markings and pattern.

Circular face markings in other than the tiger are not known in felines. Modification of the traditional tabby face markings (radiating out and back from face) to circular seems to require different concentrations (genes) at this early time.

Whited ground is found in the tabby but not to the extent associated with the tiger or desirable in the Toyger.

- temple markings
- forehead markings
- cheek markings

NOTE that any one of these alterations to traditional tabby suggest tiger.

Temple markings beyond eye brow markings are tiny and rare in domestics.

- whited face pattern on light Toyger markings
- future ideal Toyger markings

basic structure with light tabby markings
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